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News items
Lief en Leed
Debbie and Paul Behrens are leaving us, they are moving to Johannesburg. May you
guys have a wonderful stay in your new home, you will be missed by all of us. Stay in
touch and let me know if you change your e-mail addresses so that I can still send you
the Jabber.
Committee and Membership matters.
Your committee for the year 2011 is as follows:
Chairperson: Thea Groenewegen – 0343123703 / 083 378 7655.
Vice-Chairman: Johan de Villiers – 072 712 7022.
Treasurer: Len Stoop – 078 598 1643.
Secretary: Inalize Oosthuizen – 073 240 9647
Social Convener and Publicity: Jandri Barnard – 0
Climbing and Rescue: ???.
Juba Jabber & e-mail: Adriaan Dippenaar – 082 337 2970 / adriandip@telkomsa.net
Additional member: Ruan Adendorff – 082 577 7555.
Estie Gunter – 0
Congratulations and THANK YOU to the above people for accepting these positions,
without a committee we cannot have a club, may it be a good year.
MEMBERSHIP FEES FOR 2011
Family membership is R250 per year
Single member R160 per year
Family pensioner R180 per year
Single pensioner R130 per year
Members can pay their fees via cheque, cash or electronic transfer. Our banking details are
as follows:
Bank:
Account Holder:
Account Number:
Branch Code:
Reference:

Nedbank
MCSA Amajuba Section
1337163309
133724
Your initials and surname and Subs 2011
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Recent outings by Amajuba Section Members.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
*********************************************************************

OF INTEREST

Emergency Procedures
The primary responsibility of the leader of a hiking party to the mountains is to ensure the
safety of his party at all times. To do so he must take the necessary precautions to ensure that
his group never gets into a situation which necessitates a search and rescue operation.
A search and rescue is usually neither simple nor cheap. Search and rescue specialists often
have to be contacted and transported to the scene. If a helicopter is involved, the costs
attached to a search and rescue will be high. During a rescue the lives of the rescue team are
sometimes also endangered.
However, even on a carefully planned expedition led by an experienced leader an accident
can happen or an emergency arise. Should this happen, it then becomes the task of the
leader to do everything he can to ensure that the situation is dealt with correctly and
effectively.

Search and rescue procedure
This section does not aim to teach the leader how to carry out a rescue; the aim is rather to
provide you with the skills that will allow you to be rescued. To carry out a mountain rescue
usually requires varied skills and expertise and frequently also rock climbing experience. For
this reason a rescue is best left to experts to perform. Rescue methods and procedures have
improved over time. The helicopter, in particular, has greatly extended the rescue capability of
the modern rescue team. Where once it might have taken days to evacuate an injured person
from the Drakensberg or the Boland mountains, this can now be done within hours. This
knowledge can never be used to justify taking a risk, however, since the feasibility of a
helicopter rescue depends on a number of factors, chief of which is the weather. Since many
accidents in the mountains can be attributed directly to bad weather in the first place, it would
be extremely unwise ever to work on the assumption that rescue is only hours away in an
emergency.
Even with a helicopter, and given ideal weather, it will take a number of hours to carry out a
rescue. To this should be added the time it takes someone going for help to reach the nearest
telephone, plus the time required to alert a rescue party. One should distinguish between a
search and a rescue. A rescue (or evacuation) can be carried out by a small group of experts
when the location of an injured person is known. A search, on the other hand, often involves a
large number of people combing an area on foot, and it could take days. A search usually
leads to a rescue, or the retrieval of a body. For this reason, the term 'rescue' is used in this
chapter to refer to both search operations and rescues.

Local rescue structures
The Mountain Club of South Africa (MCSA) has traditionally assumed responsibility for
mountain rescue in South Africa, chiefly because the members of the various sections of the
Mountain Club know the mountains of southern Africa well and because they have the
necessary experience, manpower and equipment to perform rescues. Mountain Club rescue
services are provided on a voluntary, free basis.

Co-operation with various authorities
The MCSA co-operates closely with various organizations which can provide additional
resources such as equipment and manpower. The names of rescue officers are kept in a
central place, either by the Police or Metro control centers, and this allows the Club search
and rescue organization to be contacted and activated very quickly.
It is imperative for every leader to know which organization to contact and how to contact
them, should assistance be required in the area where he is climbing or hiking. In the Cape
and Natal it is Metro, otherwise the Police. When in doubt, contact the Police.
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Procedure if a party member is lost
Before making use of the full search and rescue infrastructure described above, you can first
conduct your own search for one or more party members who have got separated from the
group by accident.
1. Leave at least one member at camp.
2. Decide on a search pattern appropriate to the area.
3. If you decide to split up the search party, determine a time and place for regrouping (the
camp site is often a suitable base from which to work). Never send off fewer than two
persons per search party.
4. Arrange for whistle or hand signals to indicate that the missing members have been found.
Where possible, make use of high ground and binoculars.
5. While walking on the search pattern you can occasionally shout or blow on whistles —
Use the principle of a minute of noise, followed by a minute of silence.

Two search patterns

The importance of a quick response
A quick response means putting searchers into the field to minimize the size of the search
area. This area can grow larger with each passing hour. Remember: a search is an
emergency, because:
• The subject may need emergency care.
• The subject may need protection from himself or the environment.
• Time and weather destroy clues.
• A quick response lessens the search difficulty.

The size of the search area grows larger with each passing hour
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Accident procedures
If an accident should happen to a member or members of your party:
1. Do not panic: act speedily, not hastily.
2. Ensure that there is no further threat to the safety of the victim or the group.
3. Apply first aid. Reassure the victim and the rest of the group.
4. Stabilize the victim. Make him as comfortable as possible and protect him against cold and
the weather. Insulate him against ground cold by placing him on closed-cell foam pads,
empty rucksacks or ropes. If the victim can be moved (not in the case of a suspected back
or neck injury), get him to shelter.
5. Decide on a plan of action. Consider the following factors:
-

The nature and seriousness of the injuries.
The condition of the rest of the group.
The time available.
The weather.
The availability of help.
The route that will have to be followed during an evacuation.

6. Try to draw the attention of people in the vicinity, for example by using the international
emergency signals (see table). Repeat the signal until someone confirms it.
7. If it is essential and possible to evacuate the patient yourself, improvise a stretcher (some
Ideas on how to do this are shown below). These improvised methods for moving a patient
are only intended for use over short distances and are therefore mainly used to get an
injured person to shelter. It would be dangerous to try to move an injured person down a
steep slope using one of these methods, since further injury can easily result. They should
therefore be regarded as a last resort in situations where leaving the patient where he is
would be more life-threatening than moving him. Bear in mind that it is extremely
exhausting, even for a large group, to carry someone any distance over rough terrain. In a
remote mountain area such as the Drakensberg a large group would be required to
evacuate a badly injured person, unless a helicopter could assist with the rescue.
8. If necessary, send for help. At least two people should be sent, with sufficient equipment to
deal with an emergency. The messengers should remember that the victim and the rest of
the group depends on them to obtain help. They should therefore rather move safely and
slowly than too fast.
9. Never leave the victim alone. If there is an absolutely imperative reason why this has to be
done, you should ensure that he does not have to move from the place where he is left.
Leave as much food, water and warm clothing with him as possible, and also a whistle and
a torch. Mark the spot clearly by tying a colorful piece of clothing or some other item to a
bush or a cairn of rocks. A climbing rope may be used to mark off even a fairly large area.
Remember that the rescue group may have to find the victim in the dark or in bad weather,
and that the person or persons who fetched help might not be in a fit state to accompany
the rescue group back to the scene of the accident.
Never leave an unconscious person alone. Wait for help or try to attract someone's
attention. If there is no other option (for example, if the group consists of only two people),
leave a message with the injured person, explaining what happened. If the accident
happened on steep ground, secure the person to the slope — an injured, semiconscious
person may try to untie himself.
10. Send sufficient information with the messengers to allow the rescue team to carry out a
rescue.
Indicate:
-

the name and age of the victim(s);
the nature and seriousness of the emergency and any injuries;
the precise location of the victim (give a grid reference if possible, or compass
readings to prominent landmarks);

-
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weather conditions in the area;
access route, if any, for vehicles;
whether rock climbers or other experts will be required;
if someone is missing, the route which he may be expected to follow, his position
when last seen and his expected time of arrival, what he was wearing, and what
equipment he had with him.
The messenger should try to contact the nearest Police station, Metro control centre,
or someone on the Mountain Club rescue list. He must then remain at the telephone
so that the rescue leader or organizer can stay in contact with him and should leave
his post only with the approval of the rescue organizer.

11. Inform the next of kin of the situation. The contact person back home must be informed of
the situation and kept up to date with all developments. He can then inform all the next of
kin involved, which makes it unnecessary for the person who brought news of the
emergency to contact them.

Improvised methods for carrying an injured person.

Rescue procedures
Evacuation of a person with minor injuries
A lightly injured person can be evacuated in a number of ways. If, for example, he has injured
an ankle, he can probably be evacuated by two people who support him from either side.
Other improvised methods for carrying an injured person (shown alongside) can be used if the
nature of the person's injuries, the terrain, and the distance to be covered permit this.
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Message
Help Needed

Flare Signal
Red

Message Understood
Returning to Base
Site of Base

White (also for lighting)
Green
Yellow or White

Sound or Light Signal
Six short signals in quick succession.
SOS: three short, three long, three
short signals in quick succession,
repeat after one minute
Three signals in quick succession;
repeat after one minute
Long series of signals
Continuous light

Specific helicopter procedures
1. Move the casualty close to a suitable pick-up zone. Helicopters cannot operate close to
rock faces, deep gorges, or on exposed ridges in high wind.
2. A clear, flat area of at least 25 m diameter is required for an Alouette helicopter, with no
objects higher than 6 m on the edges. If necessary, mark the landing zone with brightly
colored objects, but make completely sure that these are totally secure against the powerful
downdraft of the rotors.
3. Remove loose clothing, hats, etc. Ensure that objects (e.g. tents) within 20 m of the landing
zone are securely fastened down.
4. Keep out of the landing zone.
5. Ensure that the helicopter pilot can see you, i.e. approach the helicopter from the front only,
at roughly a 45° angle, only on a clear signal from the pilot or flight engineer. Keep low to
avoid the blades.
6. Do not move the casualty if there is any danger of further injury. Wait for the rescue team
and doctor or paramedic to arrive with rescue stretchers.
7. The helicopter pilot has absolute authority over his craft, the crew and the passengers. His
decision as to whether the rescue is feasible or not is final.

....................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................
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On the Lighter Side:
Marooned on an island.
Typical bloke, having split from his latest girlfriend, decided to take a holiday. He
booked himself on a cruise and proceeded to have the time of his life, that is, until the
ship sank.
He found himself on an island with no other people, no supplies, nothing, only
bananas and coconuts. After about four months, he is lying on the beach one day when
the most gorgeous woman he has ever seen rows up to the shore.
In disbelief, he asks, 'Where did you come from? How did you get here?' She replies,
'I rowed from the other side of the island. I landed here when my cruise ship sank.'
'Amazing,' he notes. 'You were really lucky to have a row boat wash up with you.' 'Oh,
this thing?' explains the woman. 'I made the boat out of raw material I found on the
island. The oars were whittled from gum tree branches. I wove the bottom from palm
branches, and the sides and stern came from a Eucalyptus tree.'
'But, where did you get the tools?'
'Oh, that was no problem,' replied the woman. 'On the south side of the island, a very
unusual stratum of alluvial rock is exposed. I found if I fired it to a certain temperature
in my kiln, it melted into ductile iron. I used that for tools and used the tools to make
the hardware.'
The guy is stunned.
'Let's row over to my place,' she says. After a few minutes of rowing, she docks the
boat at a small wharf. As the man looks to shore, he nearly falls off the boat. Before
him is a stone walk leading to an exquisite bungalow painted in blue and white.
While the woman ties up the rowboat with an expertly woven hemp rope, the man can
only stare ahead, dumb struck. As they walk into the house, she says casually, 'It's not
much but I call it home. Sit down, please. Would you like a drink?'
'No! No thank you,' he blurts out, still dazed.
'I can't take another drop of coconut juice.' 'It's not coconut juice,' winks the woman. 'I
have a still. How would you like a Pina Colada?'
Trying to hide his continued amazement, the man accepts, and they sit down on her
couch to talk. After they have exchanged their stories, the woman announces, 'I'm
going to slip into something more comfortable. Would you like to take a shower and
shave? There is a razor upstairs in the bathroom cabinet.'
No longer questioning anything, the man goes into the bathroom. There, in the
cabinet, a razor made from a piece of tortoise bone. Two shells honed to a hollow
ground edge are fastened on to its end inside a swivel mechanism.
'This woman is amazing,' he muses. 'What next?'
When he returns, she greets him wearing nothing but vines, strategically positioned,
and smelling faintly of gardenias. She beckons for him to sit down next to her.
'Tell me,' she begins suggestively, slithering closer to him, 'We've been out here for
many months. You've been lonely. There's something I'm sure you really feel like
doing right now, something you've been longing for?' She stares into his eyes....
He swallows excitedly and tears start to form in his eyes.....
'Freeking hell, don't tell me you've got Super Sport?'

…………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Programme 2010 Program
Date / Datum
Description / Beskrywing
Activity / Aktiwiteit
17 – 21 December Drakensberg – Traverse, Centinal to
Hiking
2010
Cambalala.
(3)
11 Jan 2011
14-16 Jan 2011
12 Feb 2011

Social meet, Newcastle Club
Bermanzi, by Machadodorp
Slaap in stalle, plek vir 40 mense.
Luneberg, Combined meet with
Pietermaritzburg section

Social/ Slides
Day Hikes
(3)
Hiking
(3)

Contact / Kontak
Ruan Adendorff
082 577 7555
Thea Groenewegen
0343123703 / 083 378 7655
Inalize Oosthuizen
073 240 9647
Thea Groenewegen
0343123703 / 083 378 7655

* Dates to be finalized. The programme is subject to change.
* Datums moet nog bepaal word. Die program kan verander.

Rating System
1. Family weekend. Children, prospective & older members. Easy, short hikes often-good facilities.
2. Easy hike. Footpaths present or otherwise flat open terrain.
3. Average difficulty. Path over varying terrain, often steep. Sometimes paths, route finding necessary.
4. Difficult hike without footpath. Might incl. bundu bashing, serious scrambling, kloofing or exposure.
5. Technical climb. Requires climbing gear (sometimes ice climbing gear).

General Interest
If anyone has anything of interest they would like to share in
the news letter or wants me to put an article about anything in,
then please contact me. It has to be relevant to hiking,
mountaineering, camping or the outdoors. Ideally the article
or request should reach me within the first 15 days of the
month.
*********************************************************************

Trading Post:
For Sale: Nothing
Remember, you can sell anything here, not only hiking or camping related.

Wanted: Nothing
*********************************************************************

If there is anyone not receiving the Juba-Jabber via
e-mail and wants to receive it that way then please
send me a mail at; adriandip@telkomsa.net so I can
add you to the mailing list.
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Merry
Christmas
and
A Blessed
New Year to
all of you.

